


The story of Split dates back to the beginning of the 4th century AD when the Roman Emperor Diocletian decided to build 

his Palace right on the peninsula near the great Roman city of Salona, where he wanted to spend his last years. During 

these 1700 years, the Palace slowly turned into a city, which to this day lures many tourists due to its rich tradition, glorious 

history and unique beauty of its natural and cultural heritage. 

The Diocletian Palace and the entire historical core of Split 

have been on the World Heritage UNESCO list since 1979. All 

of the historical layers, from the old Roman Empire, through 

the middle ages and all the way to the city’s modern history 

are visible in this structure. A walk through the ancient city 

takes you through time, experiencing great examples of an-

cient architecture, gothic churches and palaces, renaissance 

portals of the noblemen’s houses, baroque facades and mod-

ern architecture, all merged in one rich heritage. 

Split is much more than glorious architectural scenery. Split is 

also a venue for excellent gourmet and wine experiences, nu-

merous cultural happenings such as film and theatre festivals, 

exhibitions, museums and concerts. It offers eclectic modes of 

entertainment starting with numerous clubs and bars, through 

to street festivals and events such as the Ultra Europe Festival. 

When you want to escape the hustle and bustle of the city, 

Marjan Park offers forested areas, jogging trails, mountain 

climbing and biking, recreational terrains and hidden ancient 

churches and catacombs.

Split has more beaches than any other city in Croatia, boasting 

15 kilometers of crystal clear waters along the Adriatic Sea. 

About Split



ADRIES was first launched in 2017 as the only international conference for language schools in the region. It started 

as an idea based on collaboration and friendship between regional school owners and was supported by their partners 

from the industry, such as Cambridge Assessment English and Oxford University Press. The idea was to bring together 

like-minded individuals with a passion for language education, teacher development and training, quality assurance and 

innovation, offering a unique platform for specialized professional development and networking.

About ADRIES

After only two months of planning and organization, ADRIES 

2017 was launched with 80 participants and speakers from 

eight countries. It was featured on national TV stations in 

two different countries and received great reception from 

everyone involved in the conference. It also became the birth-

place of several Erasmus projects through mutual assistance 

and collaboration between participating organizations. Due 

to its success, ADRIES turned into a unique yearly conference 

for innovative educators in the language education industry.

We believe our 2018 event offers an extraordinary line-up 

of speakers, offering a great opportunity for professional 

development and training for teachers, managers, marketing 

professionals and school owners. We hope you will enjoy this 

event just as much as we do. So, become a part of the ADRIES 

network and continue to help us grow and develop.



Amber IT Solutions is an innovative and fast growing IT start-up 

focusing on education management innovation and technology. 

In the first two years of its establishment, Amber IT Solutions has 

lead the development of IT platforms on three major EU projects.

Jure Granić Skender, the CEO and founder of Amber IT Solu-

tions is a young IT expert with multiple awards in the field. He is 

a software developer, teacher and entrepreneur with numerous 

successful projects in the education and IT sector.

Our goal is to develop cutting-edge web based software solutions 

which improve business processes and contribute to effective 

corporate resource management. Our education management 

platform Amber School Manager has made its way to many language 

and vocational training schools in Europe and South America, and re-

ceived an EU grant to further  develop this  promissing IT innovation. 

Jantar was established as a school of foreign languages in 

1992. With the adoption of the Adult Education Act, in 2010 

Jantar established its Institute for Adult Education. Today the 

two institutions function as a joint educational center for 

students of all ages.

Eupolis Grupa Ltd. is a Croatian consulting, innovation and 

development company. It focuses on developing integrated 

services for education institutions and program development 

based on: a combination of participative strategic and ac-

tion planning, project and innovation pipelining, innovative 

fund-raising, human resource development, training and 

mentoring, social innovation and social enterprising, business 

networking and clustering, management education and new 

products and services development including those based on 

education innovation, institutional development as well as ex-

perimenting with new fields of education such as education 

gamification and new media and tools integration.  

Since 1992, we have been offering quality courses for stu-

dents of all ages for a variety of languages, all in line with the 

Common European Framework of Reference for languages 

(CEFR). In 2014, Jantar was awarded Croatian Quality, a qual-

ity assurance symbol issued by the Croatian Chamber of Com-

merce. In 2015, we were awarded „Zlatna Kuna“ as the best 

small business in the Split-Dalmatia County. In 2017, we be-

came an official Cambridge Assessment English Exam Centre.

Our mission is to contribute to the development of language 

competencies and to increase the competitiveness of human 

resources on the national and European labor market. 

About organizers



Scripted plays have been used to teach second languages since 

the Middle Ages. In this interactive talk, I’ll reflect on my experi-

ences as both a language learner and teacher, and propose a 

strong rationale for the practice and performance of scripted 

dialogues and sketches as a core component within a more mod-

ern lexical (Lewis 1993) or ‘play’ based (Cook 2000) syllabus.

Based on research I conducted in 2016 with academic managers 

in ELT worldwide this talk sets out what the challenges are in 

our profession these days – not just for managers but for teach-

ers. What has changed in our profession over the last ten years? 

What has got easier and what has become more difficult? How 

can we all respond to the current reality? How can academic 

managers serve teachers better, and how can teachers more ef-

fectively approach their own jobs? Can we turn the challenges of 

today into opportunities?

p l e n a r i e s

What do we mean when we say someone is a hard worker, flexi-

ble, or reliable? What does it mean when someone goes the extra 

mile, and why do some people do it willingly whilst others don’t? 

What does it mean to do your best at work?

Whether you are a manager or teacher or a member of the 

school staff, you go to work to do a job. There are expectations 

associated with your role at work. Every organisation has the 

right to expect its people to work hard, meet operational stan-

dards, and do their best in order for the school to thrive and stu-

dents to succeed in their learning. It is important to know what 

these expectations are and when they are realistic, worthy and 

achievable, to strive to meet them.

The core subject here is performance management. But we are 

also talking about engagement. These are popular themes within 

management and educational research these days. Researchers 

are finding that the rules of engagement at work are changing. 

The recommendations for greater school success and optimal 

individual performance, lie in notions of a shared vision, clear 

agreed standards, achievable objectives, increased collabora-

tion, open dialogue and discussion, shared ownership of decision 

making, and a review of incentives and recognition processes.

The title of this talk is Great Expectations and its purpose is to of-

Speakers & Sessions

The (second language) 
play’s the thing
Nick Bilbrough

How do we respond to 
the “new normal” in ELT  
Andy Hockley

Great Expectations: Doing 
Your Best at Work  
Loraine Kennedy

fer up some food for thought on optimising performance at work, 

from all perspectives: manager, teacher and staff. We’ll consider 

the question: if you are expected to go the extra mile, what will 

motivate you to do so?

Trust is good, but control is even better, says a proverb. In effective 

management we actually need both to build an operation which is 

a successful business, and at the same time provides an environ-

ment where staff can (and want to) grow and develop.

In this practical talk we will examine together how HR management 

in language schools can interlink with continuous professional de-

velopment to create effective quality control measures. In particu-

lar, we will look at specific aims of different classroom observation 

types and examine their interrelationship with the teacher training 

programme. We will also focus on performance management as an 

important element of quality assurance in an organisation.

The classic concept of the marketing mix dates back to the early 

1960s. It provides a framework that allows companies to build 

their marketing strategy based on the famous 4Ps: product, place, 

promotion and price. This talk will consider each component of 

the mix in the context of language teaching today, and suggest 

other elements that we might choose to add to the equation.

Trust versus control – 
the eternal management 
dilemma
Ania Kolbuszewska

Revisiting the Marketing 
Mix
Jonathan Dykes



The Rise of the Selfie: Leveraging 
user-generated content in your mar-
keting and recruitment 

Jacqueline Kassteen

Attracting, engaging and acquiring students is becoming increas-

ingly complex: attention spans are getting shorter, technology is 

changing faster and global competition is intensifying. But a strong 

content marketing plan can enable your institution to stand out.

Come discover the secrets behind a powerful content marketing ap-

proach and learn how brands have taken advantage of ‘the latest craze’ 

(selfies, hashtags, memes) by using pop culture trends in their market-

ing efforts to build bran d awareness and engage young people.

Jacqueline will review different types of content (owned, paid, 

user-generated, co-created) and show you how to maximise 

each one in order to create and distribute valuable, relevant and 

consistent content across your marketing channels. She will also 

present solutions around the challenges of generating and man-

aging content – particularly with limited resources – as well as 

engaging colleagues in our marketing efforts.

This masterclass weaves in plenty of real-life examples (from the educa-

tion industry and beyond) whose innovative marketing approaches have 

enabled their brand attributes to resonate with prospects. Attendees will 

get best practice tips when engaging with current and prospective stu-

dents and alumni on social platforms, and have various opportunities for 

discussions around practical implementation techniques. This master-

class has beendelivered around the world to rave reviews - don’t miss it!

Accreditation & Quality Assurance: the 
potential for a cascade effect 

Lou McLaughlin – EAQUALS

Accreditation is increasingly becoming the most dominant form 

of quality assurance in education at all levels and at both sectors 

– public and private. However, the process can raise a number of 

questions by all those involved:

•   Does accreditation lead to enhancement of  standards and                   

    promotion of continuous improvement?

•   How should quality be assessed?

•   What are the underlying principles of accreditation and quality          

    assurance?

•   What are the benefits of accreditation?

•   Does accreditation benefit all involved in the language teaching   

    organisation?

•   How can a language teaching organisation gain the most from  

    their accreditation?

The talk will present a brief over of the Eaquals international ac-

creditation scheme which is designed specifically for language 

training providers. It will look at the principles behind the scheme 

and, in practical terms, will examine the benefits of accreditation 

from the point of view of all stakeholders whether they are own-

ers, directors, managers, teachers or students. It will also delve 

into the potential to develop a positive cascade effect with all 

those engaged with the accreditation process and indeed all 

those who are invested in and connected with the institution.

t r a i n i n g  s e s s i o n s



Mobilising your classroom
Shaun Wilden – Oxford University Press

Class is about to begin, you notice students still have their 

mobile devices out. Do you?

•  Tell them to put them away and open the coursebook → If so 

then go to end of the lesson

•  Give them a stern look and confiscate their devises → if so go to 

the principal’s office to explain your actions to complaining parents

•  Wonder how you might get them using their devices to help 

their language learning → If so go to Shaun’s talk to find out more.

As a resource, mobile devices have the potential to reengage 

and motivate students in the language learning process. From 

tapping into the native features such as the camera and AI 

voice through to apps that can reinvigorate the teaching and 

practice skills. 

This talk will look at some of the advantages of mobilising your 

classroom, giving you tips and activities as we go along. 

Using digital tools in the classroom 
& an update on digital developments 
at Cambridge English 
Sarah Ellis – Cambridge Assessment English

This workshop which will look at digital tools and practical 

ideas for learning and teaching. We will explore some basic 

tenets of the Cambridge English philosophy for digital learning, 

such as strong pedagogy, a holistic approach to language learn-

ing and the need for digital tools to add something new.  We 

will consider evaluation of digital resources and what makes a 

good language app plus give some insights on digital themes 

and initiatives being developed by Cambridge Assessment. 

The serious side of fun

Ania Kolbuszewska

Ensuring that students stay active, involved and motivated 

throughout the lesson is a challenge, but ultimately it is up 

to the teacher to ensure students are focused and that ef-

fective learning is taking place. In this hands-on workshop we 

will explore practical classroom methods and activities which 

counteract tiredness and lack of motivation on the students’ 

part – and which you will be able to use in your teaching right 

away. We will examine ways in which students’ active involve-

ment in the lesson can be hightened and the effectiveness of 

the teaching-learning process improved as a result. Oh, and 

we will have some serious fun together!

Remote theatre
Nick Bilbough

The Hands Up project enables children in Palestine to regu-

larly perform pre-scripted and self-scripted theatre pieces in 

English to international audiences around the world via sim-

ple videoconferencing tools . In this practical workshop we’ll 

look at some of the features of remote theatre and then have 

a go at working on our own short pieces for performance.

Meeting the digital demands and 
digital creation skills for language 
acquisition in the 21st century

Kosjenka Petek

Would you like to engage your students in a collaborative 

learning process with ease? 

Would you like to introduce digital litearcy as a part of your 

school’s curriculum?

Would you like to distinguish yourselves from other language 

schools by offering an added value to your language courses?

During our hands on workshop you will get an insight how we, 

at Wisdom Tree iPad and leaning centre, managed to achieve 

the above named benefits by using coding, robots and digital 

tools as a part of our language courses. 

By introducing iPads, simple to use robots and digital tools, 

side by side with Oxford eBooks, we connected the real and 

the digital world and generated a new interest in our stu-

dents. Introducing an additional language, the language of 

code, we gave added value to our language school, making it 

unique and positioning it differently on the current market.

Using these tools, we will show you how to engage your stu-

dents on a whole new level. You will find out how to connect 

language learning and storytelling with robots and coding to 

entice imagination, include problem solving, and promote the 

four Cs - critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and 

creativity. 

The Learn&Lead pathway to greatness

Jana Chynoradská

The aim of this presentation is to provide the participants 

with the authentic pathway of applied pedagogical leadership 

guiding both teachers and their school managers to achieve 

the best possible results for their customers and share-hold-

ers. A combination of these two words “pedagogical” and 

“leadership” invites any teacher /trainer/training manager to 

think about its essence and provides them with a new, up-

to-date pathway to their own self-discovery, self-mastery. 

Applied leadership in a classroom is an activity that gets 

things done through people. Once a teacher recognizes her/

his needs to learn and develop their leadership skills, their 

classroom turns into a joyful, adventurous journey which 

their pupils/students will attract. This presentation will also 

give you some tips and tricks for successful implementation 

of the Learn&Lead Pathway to Greatness via the Erasmus+ 

funding scheme.

Key influences:

•  Servant Leadership: serving people and planet instead of 

ego and power

•  Systems thinking: broader purpose, relationship

• Personal maturity: in groups emotions are catching. Lead-

er’s emotions have an important impact

w o r k s h o p s



Inspire your professional development 
with over 50 online courses
• Written by experts

• Designed to meet your specific development needs

• Course lengths to suit you: 2 or 20 hours long

For more about each course and a full list of courses, visit:

 cambridge.org/ADREIS2018  

Lesson Planning 
and Classroom 

Management

Teaching with 
Technology

Using Projects 
with Teenagers

How to Teach IELTS

Developing 
Collaboration with 

Young Learners

Introduction 
to Educational 
Management

Cambridge  Teacher   Development 

From Prospect to Advocate - marketing, 
designing and delivering corporate
language courses

Simon Harris

We discuss how to move corporate clients through the cus-

tomer journey, from defining and identifying who they are to-

wards becoming your brand advocates.

The stages will include: identifying potential clients in your 

local area, making first contact, differentiating yourself from 

your competition and designing and delivering courses that 

bring them back for more.

The workshop sets out to develop practical and actionable 

steps for existing or new corporate courses managers.

Adapting our teaching to promote 
learning

Joanna Paolinelli

How many times have you heard, “That student in my class will nev-

er learn!!”? However, as Ignacio Estrada said, “If a child can’t learn 

the way we teach, maybe we should teach the way they learn”. In-

deed, thisis what I have been trying to do over the years as both 

a teacher and a teacher trainer. The challenge is that, nowadays, 

young people have modern minds. Motivating those minds helps 

them to learn, so in this workshop we will try out some ideas for 

creating a classroom environment where the students’ learning 

needs are the main focus as well as, of course, creating that inven-

tive atmosphere where fun and learning go hand in hand. We will 

also touch on dyslexia and inclusive methodology in the classroom.

Turning around observational feedback
Loraine Kennedy

Are all teachers engaged with the observation system and keen on 

receiving feedback? And is this feedback making a real impact on 

teaching and learning?

If your answer to these questions is a resounding yes, you have no 

need to come to this workshop! If, on the other hand, there are 

some teachers who dislike or fear observations, or disengage from 

feedback, then maybe it’s time to try something different.

In this workshop we will look at turning around the post obser-

vation conversation and putting the teacher in charge. We’ll look 

at the  advantages of conducting unobserved (blind) observations 

and practice questioning techniques that maximise teacher reflec-

tion. Perhaps it’s now time to explore a new feedback technique 

that potentially increases teacher engagement and learning. Come 

along and give it a try.

Managing Up: how you can be both 
effective and successful

Andy Hockley

Your relationship with your own manager is one of the most im-

portant in your working life. Trying to ensure that you build this 

relationship successfully and in such a way as to ensure that your 

own contributions are valued, that your voice is heard, and that 

your expertise is made use of, is an important skill – not just in 

middle management, but at most levels of the organisation 

This workshop will present reasons why, and ways in which, you 

might consider “managing up”.  It will offer a set of techniques to 

influence decision making and ensure that the best use is made of 

the talent in your language teaching organisation.



Conference opening and welcome 

Presentation of the EU project KK.03.2.2.01.0041 – “Education Cloud – integrated  platform for  schools of the future”

Josip Sobin

Trust versus control – the eternal management dilemma

Ania Kolbuszewska / Plenary

The Learn & Lead pathway to greatness

Jana Chynoradská

Adapting our teaching to promote learning

Joanna Paolinelli

15:30 – 15:55

16:00 – 16:50

16:55 – 17:50

17:55 – 18:50

Meeting the digital demands and digital 

creation skills for language acquisition 

in the 21st century

Kosjenka Petek / Workshop 1

Meeting the digital demands and digital 

creation skills for language acquisition 

in the 21st century

Kosjenka Petek / Workshop 2

16:55 – 17:50

17:55 – 18:50

O L E A N D A R

O L E A N D A R RU ŽMAR I N

19:00 – 20:30

08:00 – 09:00

13:20 – 14:20

Welcome reception and drinks, Radisson Blu West Terrace

Registration in the exhibition area

Lunch at the Radisson Blu Terrace Restaurant

The (second language) play’s the thing

Nick Bilbrough / Plenary

Great Expectations: Doing your best at work

Loraine Kennedy / Plenary

Coffee break in the exhibition area

How do we respond to the “new normal” in ELT?

Andy Hockley / Plenary

Revisiting the Marketing Mix

Jonathan Dykes / Plenary

09:00 – 10:15

10:15 – 11:05

11:05 – 11:30

11:30 – 12:30

12:30 – 13:20

O L E A N D A R

The Rise of the Selfie: Leveraging 

user-generated content in your marketing 

and recruitment

Jacqueline Kassteen / Training Session

14:20 – 16:50 Accreditation & Quality Assurance: the 

potential for a cascade effect

Lou McLaughlin - EAQUALS

Using digital tools in the classroom & an update 

on digital developments at Cambridge English

Sarah Ellis – Cambridge Assessment English

Mobilising your classroom

Shaun Wilden – Oxford University Press

14:20 – 16:50

15:10 – 16:00

16:00 – 16:50

O L E A N D A R RU ŽMAR I N

18:00 - 22:00 Surprise social event, Meet at the lobby of Radisson Blu 17:45

Friday, October 12

Programme
Saturday, October 13



12:00 – 13:00 Coffee & refreshments in the exhibition area, conference closing

Remote theatre

Nick Bilbrough / Workshop

Turning around observational feedback

Loraine Kennedy / Workshop

The serious side of fun

Ania Kolbuszewska / Workshop

09:00 – 10:00

10:00 – 11:00

11:00 – 12:00

09:00 – 10:00

10:00 – 11:00

11:00 – 12:00

Managing Up: how you can be both 

effective and successful

Andy Hockley / Workshop

Discussing topics of interest for school 

owners and managers

Jonathan Dykes / Round Table

From Prospect to Advocate – marketing, 

designing and delivering corporate 

language courses

Simon Harris / Workshop

O L E A N D A R RU ŽMAR I N

Discussing topics of interest for school owners and managers with Jonathan Dykes, Sunday 10:00 – 11:00

Presentation of Amber School Manager by Josip Sobin during the Saturday social event, detailed presentation for interested 

parties at request

r o u n d  t a b l e s

Sunday, October 14



Ania Kolbuszewska
Ania Kolbuszewska has been involved in English language teaching and training for nearly 30 years. Throughout her career she 

has worked as a language coach, trainer, academic manager and school director. She has trained teachers of English as well as 

German, Spanish and French. For many years she has also been training trainers and academic managers as well as providing 

business and academic consultancy for private language schools and public schools in Poland, where she was based until moving 

to Switzerland, and internationally. Her current position is Director of Training at inlingua Basel. A former Eaquals Board member 

and Director of Eaquals Accreditation and Consultancy Services, she now continues to work as an inspector for this international 

quality assurance organisation. She is the author of the “Eaquals Self-help Guide to Teacher Development” and co-author of 

Eaquals management competency framework.

Loraine Kennedy
Loraine Kennedy is an independent coach, trainer and consultant with more than 30 years international experience in ELT and 

Education. She offers her services both online and face-to-face. After more than 20 years in school management positions to 

director level in Asia, Europe and the UK, her work now focuses on developing managers and teachers to meet the fast-changing 

demands of education and the workplace in the 21st century. She holds an advanced practitioner qualification in life and cor-

porate coaching as well as a postgraduate Diploma in Business Administration, in addition to her Master’s degree in Education. 

She is a member of IATEFL’s Leadership and Management SIG committee and works closely with a number of educational asso-

ciations such as IATEFL, EAQUALS, English UK, International House Worldwide, AISLi and the British Council. You can learn more 

about Loraine and her work at her website at www.lorainekennedy.com

 Jonathan Dykes
Jonathan has spent almost all his professional life working in the language teaching industry. He started as an English language 

teacher but soon discovered that his talents lay outside the classroom.

He is currently CEO of the IHLS Group which includes 16 language schools based in 7 different countries as well as Net Languag-

es, a Web-based language school.

Biodata
He is a frequent presenter at ELT Conferences and occasionally writes about language teaching management issues on  https://

jonathandykesblog.wordpress.com

Andy Hockley
Andy Hockley is an educational management trainer and the coordinator of IATEFL’s Leadership and Management SIG.

He is the lead trainer on the International Diploma in Language Teaching Management (IDLTM) and co-author of “From Teacher to 

Manager” (CUP, 2008) and “Managing the Digital Age” (The Round, 2014).

Nick Bilbrough
Nick Bilbrough has been involved in language teaching for over twenty-five years, and has taught in three continents in a wide range 

of interesting and challenging contexts. He holds an MA in Drama in Education and is particularly interested in the role of drama and 

storytelling techniques in second language learning.

He is the author of two resource books in the Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers series: Dialogue Activities (2007) and Mem-

ory Activities for Language Learning (2011), as well as Stories Alive, a free resource book of story based activities for young learners, 

published by British Council Palestine.

Most of his time and energy is devoted to the registered charity he established, The Hands Up Project https://handsupproject.org/ – 

teaching English through online storytelling and drama activities to disadvantaged children in Palestine and Jordan.

 



Jacqueline Kassteen
Founder and Managing Director, Jackfruit Marketing and FruitFame.com

Jacqueline has 20 years of international marketing experience in education, student travel, publish ing, lead generation, retail and 

financial services. She’s known as a “top industry analyst” with extensive breadth and depth of knowledge in international education, 

as evidenced by her launching ICEF Monitor.

Jackie runs two companies and regularly gives training sessions, masterclasses, plenaries, and presentations at global industry 

events. Via Jackfruit Marketing, Jackie works with clients as a consultant and project manager on strategic branding, online and 

offline marketing techniques, social media, alumni, product development, agency usage, competitive analysis and research. Her 

second venture, FruitFame.com, is the only platform dedicated to showcasing success stories in marketing, recruitment, enrol-

ment and retention.

Shaun Wilden
Shaun Wilden had been involved in English language teaching for over twenty-five years. He is the Academic Head of training and 

development for the International House World Organisation and also a freelance teacher, teacher trainer and materials writer.

These days he specializes in technology and language teaching, especially in the area of mobile learning. His latest book “Mobile 

Learning” was published in 2017 by OUP.  He is a trustee of IATEFL.

For a hobby he makes the TEFL commute podcast for teachers.  Other than that he enjoys playing games both digital and table-

top.  When doing neither of these things you’ll find him walking in the nearby woods or growing roses in his garden.

Lou McLaughlin
Lou McLaughlin is the Executive Director of Eaquals. She is the Founder Chair of ELT Ireland the network for ELT professionals in Ireland, 

and is on the IATEFL Board of Trustees as the Associates Representative. Lou holds a PhD in Applied Linguistics, MA in ELT, DELTA, TESOL 

Cert. in Leadership & Management and Trinity TESOL Cert.

Her special interests are Young Learner teacher training and management and YL teacher cognition.

She wrote and developed the online YL Management Training course run by IH London and worked as an inspector for IHWO.

Lou is a frequent speaker at international conferences and was the co-editor of Children Learning English: From Research to Practice (2015).

Kosjenka Petek
Kosjenka Petek is an Apple Education Trainer and EFL teacher. She takes thrill in implementing Apple technology in different environ-

ments such as cultural, educational, NGO and business world. She consults and helps institutions to consider and implement new 

technological and mobile solutions to expand and improve their educational and user experience as well as business processes. 

She has worked with many Croatian private and state schools on introducing and implementing mobile technologies in teaching. 

She teaches English in an iPad lab classroom, uses e-textbooks and e-Readers and enjoys to think critically with her students.

Jana Chynoradská
Jana Chynoradská graduated with an English language and literature degree from the Faculty of Education in Comenius Universi-

ty, Bratislava, in 1997. After her University studies she started work at the Faculty of Arts in the St. Cyril and Methodius University 

in Trnava and taught lessons on English phonetics and phonology, English morphology and syntax and practical language. Her 

academic career was finalized by a doctorate (Dr.) degree in English methodology in 2006.

Jana is the HARMONY school founder, Principal Manager, language coach and a trainer. Apart from her duties for HARMONY 

ACADEMY, she works as the President of the Slovak Association of Language Schools. Jana is characterised by her incessant 

thirst for knowledge and a belief that in every person the potential allowing the accomplishment of great things lies dormant.

She coined the term “learning way” for study and education, and the name has become the motto of the whole company. Jana 

expresses respect for the freedom of every person and their desire to become a guide, and supports anyone who decides to 

take this path. Her learning way is paved with great effort, self-discipline and daily hard work. It must also be renewed constantly 

- the latest innovative knowledge – hers and the knowledge and experience of the others in this walk of life.

Thus, true beauty and wisdom can be obtained not only in the destination, but in particular during this adventurous journey. Jana puts all of 

her effort into this philosophy. Therefore, she is the natural authority and driving force of all Harmony innovations. As the result of this she 

initiates local and international projects developing cross cultural and international networking in the area of ELT, education, communication 

and leadership.

Simon Harris
Simon Harris is the owner and Director of International House Sofia.

His 25 years in ELT includes 15 years corporate training and managing British Council Teaching Centres in Europe, the Middle 

East and Asia as well as 10 years developing IH Sofia into one of the fastest growing language schools in Bulgaria.

He holds a DELTA and MBA from Leicester enabling him to customise courses for companies and organisations from strategic 

development to delivering quality and effective communication at the front line of organisations.



Joanna Paolinelli
Joanna has been involved in English teaching and training for over 20 years and is currently the didactic director at the British 

School Pisa Mopi Campus.

She is particularly interested in using her experience, technology and new ideas to ensure that EFL learning and teaching are 

accessible to all. Mopi Campus combines digital technology and innovative methodologies to deliver a wide range to training as 

well as being a Cambridge Platinum centre and a preparation provider for the Occupational English Test (OET).

She has a MA in developmental psychology and educational psychology and is part of the Italian dyslexic association (AID). Joan-

na divides her time between working with children with special needs and training students in her school and travelling all over 

Italy to work with Italian state school teachers on CLIL, methodologies and dyslexia. Her training sessions on innovations and 

methodologies are helping to push forward Italian EFL education making it more inclusive, flexible and innovative.

Sarah Ellis
Sarah Ellis is currently working in Assessment Services for Cambridge English Language Assessment. She has an extensive background in 

teaching, teacher training, assessment and exam management. She has trained teachers on CELTA and DELTA courses and is currently 

is involved in the Cambridge English teacher support programme which provides information, materials and support for teachers and 

academic directors. She is particularly interested in supporting teachers in developing digital skills and assessment literacy.
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